Marine extinction risk shaped by trait–environment interactions over 500 million years
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Abstract

Perhaps the most pressing issue in predicting biotic responses to present and future global change is understanding how environmental factors shape the relationship between ecological traits and extinction risk. The fossil record provides millions of years of insight into how extinction selectivity (i.e., differential extinction risk) is shaped by interactions between ecological traits and environmental conditions. Numerous paleontological studies have examined trait-based extinction selectivity; however, the extent to which these patterns are shaped by environmental conditions is poorly understood due to a lack of quantitative synthesis across studies. We conducted a meta-analysis of published studies on fossil marine bivalves and gastropods that span 458 million years to uncover how global environmental and geochemical changes covary with trait-based extinction selectivity. We focused on geographic range size and life habit (i.e., infaunal vs. epifaunal), two of the most important and commonly examined predictors of extinction selectivity. We used geochemical proxies related to global climate, as well as indicators of ocean acidification, to infer average global environmental conditions. Life-habit selectivity is weakly dependent on environmental conditions, with infaunal species relatively buffered from extinction during warmer climate states. In contrast, the odds of taxa with broad geographic ranges surviving an extinction (>2500 km for genera, >500 km for species) are on average three times greater than narrow-ranging taxa (estimate of odds ratio: 2.8, 95% confidence interval = 2.3–3.5), regardless of the prevailing global environmental conditions. The environmental independence of geographic range size extinction selectivity emphasizes the critical role of geographic range size in setting conservation priorities.
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Introduction

Anthropogenic climate change is rapidly altering oceanic temperature, pH, carbonate saturation state (Caldeira & Wickett, 2003; Orr et al., 2005; Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2007), circulation (Broecker, 1997), and oxidation state (Shaffer et al., 2009). Predicting which marine taxa will persist in the face of these changes requires an understanding of the differential extinction risk among extant marine organisms, especially the wide swathe of groups that are not commercially exploited (Harnik et al., 2012a; McClennen et al., 2012; Finneg an et al., 2015). Differential extinction risk,
referred to here as ‘extinction selectivity’, is defined as the identification of traits that distinguish taxa that go extinct from taxa that survive across a particular extinction event or time interval (Lockwood, 2008).

Much of what we know about extinction selectivity in the marine realm is derived from the rich fossil record of benthic marine invertebrates. Paleontological studies provide empirical support for the influence of a number of biological factors on extinction selectivity over the >500-million-year history of skeletonized marine animals (e.g., Jablonski, 2005; Kiessling & Aberhan, 2007; Knoll et al., 2007; Liow, 2007; Payne & Finnegan, 2007; O’Dea & Jackson, 2009; Simpson & Harnik, 2009; Crampton et al., 2010; Finnegan et al., 2012; Harnik et al., 2012b). The extent to which biological characteristics have influenced extinction selectivity, and changes in environmental state have amplified or weakened these effects, is valuable information for predicting extinction selectivity given future environmental conditions (Harnik et al., 2012a; Blois et al., 2013). Quantitative synthesis of the sizeable literature on extinction selectivity in the fossil record has never been attempted and is an important step toward leveraging the fossil record to understand drivers of extinction selectivity among marine taxa today.

Despite the extensive literature on extinction selectivity in the fossil record, few studies have incorporated environmental proxy data into the analyses, leaving the question of whether environmental conditions affect selectivity in a consistent manner unanswered. This likely stems from the fact that most studies assess extinction selectivity over a relatively narrow interval of time. Given that environmental conditions have varied dramatically through the Phanerozoic, studies of limited temporal scope cannot adequately address how selectivity is mediated by environmental conditions. In this study, we explicitly incorporate environmental proxy data and observed extinction rates into our model, allowing us to identify a possible link between extinction selectivity and global climate state.

We conducted a meta-analysis of the published literature on extinction selectivity and environmental conditions to determine whether clear and repeated patterns in selectivity emerge. Meta-analysis combines the results from many published sources into a synthetic effect size to test a given hypothesis (Cooper et al., 2009). Using this approach allowed us to capitalize on the expertise of many individual specialists whose combined work spans across the Phanerozoic (540 million years ago until the present) and assess how global-scale changes in environmental conditions influence trait-based extinction selectivity.

Here, we focus on benthic marine gastropods and bivalves. Numerous studies have examined selective extinction patterns in these taxa; the effects of preservational, sampling, and taxonomic biases are well understood (Valentine, 1989; Foote & Raup, 1996; Harper, 1998; Foote & Sepkoski, 1999; Kidwell, 2001, 2002, 2005; Cooper et al., 2006; Valentine et al., 2006; Wagner et al., 2007); and comparisons between molecular phylogenies and morphology-based taxonomy are generally congruent (e.g., Jablonski & Finarelli, 2009). Many ecological traits have been examined in the context of extinction selectivity in fossil mollusks, including geographic range size, life habit, feeding mode, abundance, larval mode, and body size (for reviews see McKinney, 1997, 2001; Jablonski, 2005; Lockwood, 2008; Harnik & Lockwood, 2011). However, the effects of geographic range and life habit (i.e., whether organisms live on the seafloor or burrow beneath it) on survivorship have received the most consistent attention.

Geographic range size is the most consistent predictor of extinction selectivity in modern taxa (Rosenzweig, 1995; Purvis et al., 2000; Jones et al., 2003; Brook et al., 2008), but previous studies have shown that the strength of the relationship between geographic range and extinction risk varies through time, a pattern which may reflect variations in environmental conditions or in overall extinction rate (Jablonski, 1986a; Payne & Finnegan, 2007). The association between extinction risk and geographic range is generally expected to be negative (i.e., as the geographic range of a species increases, its extinction risk should decrease). For example, during the late Neogene, narrowly distributed species were more likely to become extinct in western South America (Rivadeneira & Marquet, 2007) and tropical America (Roopnarine, 1997). However, in western North America, there is no evidence that extinction is selective with respect to geographic range at this time (Stanley, 1986a). Studies of extinction selectivity according to life-habit yield similarly variable results. Some extinction events appear to selectively eliminate infaunal taxa (i.e., organisms that burrow) (Gallagher, 1991; McRoberts & Newton, 1995; Aberhan & Baumiller, 2003), others eliminate epifaunal taxa (i.e., organisms living on the seafloor) (Crame, 2002; Knoll et al., 2007; Rivadeneira & Marquet, 2007), while others display no apparent extinction selectivity according to life habit (Stanley, 1986a; Jablonski & Raup, 1995; Crampton et al., 2010).

Global shifts in the temperature, productivity, pH, or oxygenation of the oceans might be expected to exert an influence on the direction and/or magnitude of extinction selectivity. For example, an epifaunal life habit may be advantageous in coping with sudden changes in bottom-water food availability or oxygenation, the effects of which can be particularly severe below the sediment–water interface (Bacon et al., 1998; Velasco & Navarro, 2003; Montagna & Ritter, 2006). An
infaunal life habit may be advantageous under normal
gochemical conditions, when predation pressure on
epifaunal organisms can be intense (Stanley, 1977, 1982,
1986a; Vermeij, 1987; see papers in Kowalewski, 2002;
Kelley & Hansen, 2003).

Changes in the pattern of extinction selectivity may also
be affected by the sheer magnitude of the extinction
event. Some studies suggest that traits that pro-
mote survivorship during intervals characterized by
low extinction rates (i.e., background intervals) cease
to be important during times of mass extinction (Jab-
lonski, 1986a; Kitchell et al., 1986; Jablonski, 1989; Jab-
lonski & Raup, 1995; Lockwood, 2003; Payne & Finnegan, 2007). Mass extinctions may impose very
different selective regimes than background extinc-
tions, in part because they represent extreme envi-
ronmental conditions. This suggests that the choice
of paleontological patterns to inform models of cur-
current and future selectivity will depend on the rate
of current extinctions and how similar past environ-
mental drivers of extinction are to those operating today
and in the future.

In this study, we conducted a meta-analysis to test
whether extinction in the Phanerozoic fossil record of
marine bivalves and gastropods was selective accord-
ing to geographic range size and/or life habit. We
assessed whether extinction selectivity patterns exhib-
ted a significant dependence on taxonomic level (spe-
cies vs. genus), molluscan class (Bivalvia vs. Gastropoda), geographic scope (global vs. regional),
and temporal resolution (single geological stage vs. multiple stages). We then assessed whether extinction
selectivity varied according to the observed rate of the
extinction and a range of proxies for environmental
conditions, including conditions that are predicted to
change over the next few decades (Rockström et al.,
2009). These include proxies that are influenced by
average climate state, carbon cycling, oxygenation, and
pH of the global oceans.

Materials and methods

We conducted a series of meta-analyses to quantify patterns of
extinction selectivity in the fossil record and to assess whether selectivity patterns exhibit a significant dependence on the
values of environmental proxies. The meta-analyses incorpo-
rated data from previously published studies of species- and
genus-level extinction selectivity for fossil bivalves and gastropods throughout the Phanerozoic (Table S1). We employed
two approaches to surveying the literature: (i) searches target-
ing large and multi-disciplinary databases (Geoscience World,
Google Scholar, and SpringerLink databases) using the follow-
ing terms and combinations of terms (‘extinction’, ‘selectivity’,
and ‘bivalve/gastropod/mollusk’) and (ii) a database of
extinction selectivity studies compiled by Harnik & Lockwood
(2011). All studies are published in peer-reviewed sources.
When authors published multiple studies, expanding on their
dataset and duplicating tests, we included only the most
recently published results. When the published data lacked
the resolution or format required for our analysis, we emailed
the authors and requested their raw data. Several authors gen-
erously provided data to make the meta-analysis possible (see
Acknowledgements, Table S1).

Effect sizes in our meta-analysis were measured using the
log-odds ratio (Mantel & Haenszel, 1959; Cooper et al., 2009),
which compares the ratio of victims (i.e., taxa that go extinct
across an event) to survivors (i.e., taxa that survive an event)
for species or genera falling into one geographic range size or
life-habit category vs. the ratio of victims to survivors in the
other category by the end of a particular time interval. In some
cases, a single publication (e.g., McRoberts & Newton, 1995;
Aberhan & Baumiller, 2003) yielded multiple effect sizes cor-
responding to different geological stages (i.e., time intervals),
locations, and/or study organisms. The meta-analysis dataset
contains 128 effect sizes total, spanning the Ordovician
(485 Ma) to Pleistocene (Gelasian, 1.8 Ma). One hundred of
these effect sizes are derived from data drawn from a single
gerological stage and 28 are derived from data spanning mul-
tiple geological stages. The dataset includes several regional
events, as well as background and mass extinctions globally,
compiled from 22 studies total (see Table S1). Temporal cover-
age includes 27 effect sizes from the Paleozoic (485 to 251 Ma
for this study), 44 from the Mesozoic (251 to 65.5 Ma), and 57
from the Cenozoic (65.5 to 0 Ma). The majority of the effect
sizes (87) are regional in geographic scope and 41 are global.

We assigned taxa to geographic range size and life-habit
categories based on the categories most commonly applied
across published studies. We categorized geographic range of
a taxon in the geological stage before an extinction event as
either broad-ranging (maximum geographic extent of > 2500
km for fossil occurrences of genera and >500 km for fossil
occurrences of species) or narrow-ranging (maximum geo-
graphic extent of ≤2500 km for fossil occurrences of genera
and ≤500 km for fossil occurrences of species; Jablonski,
1986a, 2005). These cutoffs are commonly used in the paleon-
tological literature (Jablonski, 1986a, 2005) and have been
shown to represent the median geographic distribution of fos-
sil bivalves and gastropods (Jablonski & Lutz, 1983). However,
when authors assessed geographic range using other catego-
ries, we used the raw data or measured the study area’s maxi-
mal great circle distance extent to recategorize geographic
range size. Great circle distances were calculated using paleo-
coordinates when necessary. Estimates of geographic range
were taken from the studies themselves. We categorized life
habit as either epifaunal or infaunal, based on the designations
of the original authors (which in turn are based on the life hab-
its of modern taxonomic representatives or preservation in life
position of fossils). Our approach ensured that we applied the
same definition of narrow vs. broad geographic range, and
epifaunal vs. infaunal life habit, to all studies.
Calculating extinction selectivity

To calculate the log-odds ratio (Mantel & Haenszel, 1959; Cooper et al., 2009), we began with a $2 \times 2$ matrix describing the number of preserved and sampled species going extinct or surviving in either trait category. For example, a taxon is either epifaunal or infaunal and can either go extinct or survive. The odds ratio of extinction selectivity is the ratio of the probability of survival ($p_1$) and extinction ($1 - p_1$) in one trait category divided by the ratio of survival ($p_2$) and extinction ($1 - p_2$) in the other trait category. The extinction log-odds ratio (OR) is defined as:

$$\ln(OR) = \ln\left(\frac{p_1/(1 - p_1)}{p_2/(1 - p_2)}\right).$$

If extinction is not selective for a trait category, the log-odds ratio is 0. A positive log-odds ratio indicates greater odds of survival for group 1; a negative log-odds ratio indicates greater odds of survival for group 2. For the geographic-range-size comparison, we defined group 1 as broad-ranging taxa and group 2 as narrow-ranging taxa. For life habit, we defined group 1 as epifaunal taxa and group 2 as infaunal taxa. The standard error (SE) of the log-odds ratio from a single study is defined as:

$$SE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{s_1 - 1} + \frac{1}{c_2} + \frac{1}{s_2} + \frac{1}{c_1}},$$

where $s_1$ and $s_2$ are the number of surviving taxa in groups 1 and 2 and $c_1$ and $c_2$ are the number of extinct taxa in groups 1 and 2. The 95% confidence interval is then $\ln(OR) \pm 1.96 SE$.

Proxies for environmental conditions and observed extinction rate

To model the impact of environmental conditions on extinction selectivity, we matched a set of proxies and observed extinction rate with each effect size. We assessed the importance of three stable isotope proxies influenced by climate and ocean state, which may affect the associations between biological traits such as range size and life-habit and extinction selectivity: $\delta^{18}O$, $\delta^{13}C$, and $\delta^{34}S$ (Table S2). We obtained these data from Hannisdal & Peters’ (2011) treatment of the Phanerozoic biogenic carbonate data compiled by Prokoph et al. (2008). Following Prokoph et al. (2008) and Hannisdal & Peters (2011), we divided the isotope data into high vs. low paleolatitudinal subsets for systems that are particularly sensitive to environmental heterogeneity ($\delta^{34}S$) and then focused on the low latitudinal subset, because it provided the most complete data coverage.

Climate change and corresponding sea-level fluctuations have been implicated as important drivers of biotic change in the marine fossil record and are associated with multiple severe extinction events (Newell, 1967; Hallam & Wignall, 1999; Hannisdal & Peters, 2011; Finnegan et al., 2012). The ratio of $^{18}O$ to $^{16}O$ ($\delta^{18}O$) in marine carbonates is a function of both the temperature at which the mineral precipitated ($^{18}O$ is preferentially incorporated into the carbonate lattice at lower temperatures) and the isotopic composition of the water from which it precipitated. Therefore, we cannot interpret $\delta^{18}O$ as a simple proxy for temperature without knowledge of the isotopic composition of seawater through time (Jaffré et al., 2007). However, the major process responsible for altering the isotopic composition of seawater on geologically short ($<10^7$ years) timescales is the growth and decay of glaciers, which preferentially incorporate isotopically light water. Because global mean temperature and glacial ice volume are expected to be negatively correlated (Veizer et al., 1997), high (or heavy) $\delta^{18}O$ values indicate relatively cool climate states and low (or light) $\delta^{18}O$ values relatively warm climate states.

Major shifts in carbon cycling as recorded by $\delta^{13}C$ frequently coincide with severe extinction events (Kump, 1991; Wignall et al., 2009; Stanley, 2010; Ruhl et al., 2011), and these shifts may impact the survivorship of different molluscan groups via geologically abrupt changes in primary productivity and nutrient cycling (Holland et al., 1993). The ratio of $^{13}C$ to $^{12}C$ ($\delta^{13}C$) in marine carbonates is sensitive to differences between the global burial flux of inorganic carbon (primarily as carbonate minerals) and the burial flux of organic carbon, which is isotopically light due to fractionations associated with photosynthetic carbon fixation (Kump & Arthur, 1999). Hence, Phanerozoic $\delta^{13}C$ trends may record changes in primary productivity, burial efficiency, and carbonate sedimentation rate, all of which are influenced by numerous other factors. Short-term $\delta^{13}C$ excursions (i.e., drastic changes) can also be driven by volcanic injections of isotopically light CO$_2$ or rapid CO$_2$ drawdown through silicate weathering (Kump & Arthur, 1999). Because they are governed by relatively complex source–sink dynamics, $\delta^{13}C$ trends are not as easily interpreted as $\delta^{34}S$ trends, but we include this proxy because many extinction events (e.g., Ordovician–Silurian, Late Devonian, Late Permian, and Triassic–Jurassic events) are associated with either positive or negative $\delta^{34}S$ excursions (Stanley, 2010) and such excursions are frequently interpreted as the signature of broad-scale environmental change.

As with $\delta^{13}C$, shifts in $\delta^{34}S$ are commonly associated with major extinction events (Kaiho et al., 2006; Shen et al., 2011; Hammarlund et al., 2012), origination events (Cárdenas & Harries, 2010), and biodiversity changes (Hannisdal, 2011; Hannisdal & Peters, 2011) in the marine fossil record. The ratio of $^{34}S$ to $^{32}S$ ($\delta^{34}S$) in carbonate-associated sulfate is controlled by complex source–sink dynamics in the global sulfur cycle and is further complicated by the likelihood that marine sulfate residence times have varied through time, due to long-term changes in the size of the marine sulfate reservoir (Gill et al., 2007). $\delta^{34}S$ trends are commonly interpreted to reflect changes in the global pyrite burial flux, because sedimentary pyrite is isotopically light relative to seawater sulfate. Water-column pyrite can only precipitate in the presence of free H$_2$S, and hence, $\delta^{34}S$ potentially provides information about the proportion of the global oceans affected by anoxia and euxinia. However, $\delta^{34}S$ is also sensitive to changes in the sulfate burial flux, the size of the marine H$_2$S reservoir, and the weathering flux of sulfide-bearing sedimentary rocks (Bottrell & Newton, 2006). Despite the difficulty interpreting $\delta^{34}S$ trends in a straightforward manner, we include it here because of its link, however indirect, to the mean oxygenation state of the global oceans and because
several important extinction events (e.g., Ordovician–Silurian, Late Permian events) are associated with $\delta^{34}S$ excursions.

To calculate observed extinction rate, we extracted data from the Paleobiology Database (http://paleodb.org) on June 3, 2014. These data include all Phanerozoic occurrences of marine bivalves and gastropods, excluding genera listed in quotation marks or qualified as ‘?’, ‘cf.’, or ‘aff.’. We quantified observed extinction rate using the boundary-crossover metric (Bambach, 1999; Foote, 2000), which calculates the number of taxa that range completely through a particular time interval relative to the total number that cross into the interval (i.e., eliminating taxa that occur in only one interval). Time intervals in which extinction selectivity, environmental proxies, and observed extinction rate were assessed were referenced to one of 80 time intervals, primarily international geological stages, which span from the Ordovician through the Pleistocene (interval duration ranges from 1.5 to 19 Myr and median duration is 5.3 Myr; Hannisdal & Peters, 2011).

Changes in mean ocean pH and carbonate saturation state are of concern in modern oceans and have been implicated in several major extinction events, including the Late Permian and Triassic–Jurassic events (Harnik et al., 2012a,b). Recent advances in the analysis of $\delta^{13}B$ in carbonates, which is sensitive to seawater pH, hold potential for defining a Phanerozoic ocean pH curve, but at present no such synthesis exists. However, several large acidification events have been identified based on a variety of geochemical and sedimentological criteria (Kiessling & Simpson, 2011). We flagged these large acidification events in our dataset and treated ocean acidification as a categorical covariate (i.e., present/absent). We analyzed observed extinction rate and geochemical proxies as global stage-level averages (see Table S2).

Statistical analyses

We pooled log-odds ratios across studies and used inverse-variance-weighted random-effect meta-regression (Hedges, 1983; Cooper et al., 2009) implemented in the metafor package (Viechtbauer, 2010) in R version 2.14.2 (R Core Team, 2015) to evaluate evidence of the drivers of extinction selectivity. Meta-regression models are meta-analytic models that include covariates, similar to the way in which linear regression extends prediction to a global mean (an intercept only) to include covariates. We first examined whether effect sizes varied substantially with factors related to the spatial, temporal, or taxonomic scope of the particular studies included in the meta-analysis. Using a chi-square test, we compared the base model (a single meta-analytic mean only) with meta-regression models including covariates for Linnaean hierarchical level (whether studies were performed using species vs. genera), molluscan class (whether studies focused on bivalves vs. gastropods), geographic scope (whether studies were performed at a regional vs. global level), and temporal resolution (whether studies were performed within a single geologic stage vs. multiple geologic stages). Chi-square tests revealed that these factors did not have a significant effect on extinction selectivity (see Table S3). We therefore excluded them from subsequent analyses.

Several studies included in the database contributed multiple effect sizes to the extinction selectivity analyses. This dependence may complicate the above analyses that assume independence among effect-size estimates, because a study may use data-selection criteria and statistical approaches that render effect sizes more similar to each other than would be expected if the effect sizes were drawn from independent studies. To test the sensitivity of our results to this possible covariance within studies, we fit separate hierarchical Bayesian models that account for study-level dependence using the metahep package for R (Stevens & Nicholas, 2011). These models account for possible study-level dependence by estimating a single covariance value between effect sizes from the same study in addition to the usual across-effect-size variance. As our conclusions remained the same, we report results from the simpler meta-analysis models that assume independence. We further assessed the effect that individual studies had on the results by systematically removing one study at a time and refitting the model (i.e., jackknifing). This approach provides an idea of how sensitive the results are to the exclusion of a particular study (see Fig. S1).

In many disciplines, studies reporting statistically significant outcomes are more likely to be published than those reporting nonsignificant outcomes. This ‘file drawer’ problem (Rosenthal, 1979; Scargle, 2000) could bias the results of the meta-analysis by overestimating extinction selectivity. We used funnel plots (Duval & Tweedie, 2000) to explore the possibility of publication bias (see Fig. S2). Funnel plots show the distribution of effect sizes around the mean and identify deviations from the triangular expectation that (i) the effect sizes will be approximately normally distributed around the mean and (ii) larger studies will have effect sizes closer to the mean than smaller studies. Funnel plots for both geographic range and life-habit selectivity suggest that neither were noticeably affected by the ‘file drawer problem’ (Fig. S2).

We then evaluated the effect of environmental conditions that are hypothesized to influence extinction selectivity. For geographic range size, we used a meta-regression model to evaluate the effect of ocean acidification (large event or no large event as defined by Kiessling & Simpson, 2011) and observed extinction rate, $\delta^{18}O$, $\delta^{34}S$, and $\delta^{13}C$ on extinction selectivity. Our degrees of freedom were reduced in the life-habit model compared to the geographic range model because we had fewer effect sizes ($n = 46$ for life habit vs. $n = 80$ for geographic range size). Thus, to maintain statistical power, we eliminated one environmental proxy from the life-habit model. We chose to eliminate $\delta^{13}C$ because, of the environmental proxies we examined, carbon cycling is more difficult to interpret and explicitly link to drivers of modern extinction in the oceans.

All code to reproduce our analysis is available at: https://github.com/jebyrnes/ext-meta.

Results

On average, broad-ranging taxa are significantly more likely to survive extinction events than narrow-ranging taxa (Figs 1a, 2; estimate of log-odds ratio $= 1.05$, 95%
confidence interval (CI) = 0.84–1.25, (odds ratio: 2.8, 95% CI = 2.3–3.5)). When pooled across intervals characterized by different environmental conditions, there is no significant difference in extinction selectivity according to life habit (Figs 1b, 3; estimate of log-odds ratio = −0.06, 95% CI = −0.32–0.20).

The variation in log-odds ratios throughout the Phanerozoic (Fig. 1a) suggests that the importance of geographic range in promoting survivorship may vary across different extinction events or geological stages, but not with any discernible trend through time (Fig. 1a). We did not find strong evidence for an effect of observed extinction rate on geographic range or life-habit extinction selectivity (Figs 1, 4; Table S4). Our meta-regression shows no statistically significant relationships between geographic range selectivity and environmental proxies (Fig. 4a; Table S4a). Although the relationship with δ34S is borderline statistically significant (estimate of log-odds ratio: −0.07, 95% confidence interval (CI) = −0.13–0.001), it does not alter the direction of selectivity (i.e., although extinction selectivity appears to weaken slightly, broad-ranging taxa are still significantly more buffered from extinction than narrow taxa within the observed range of δ34S, see Fig. S3).

In contrast, we found some evidence suggesting a weak relationship between environmental conditions and the selectivity of extinction with respect to life habit (Fig. 4b, Table S4b). Our data show a significant positive association between δ18O and epifaunal survivorship (Fig. 4b). Accounting for all other predictors, decreases in δ18O (tied to climate warming) corresponded to preferential infaunal survivorship; increases in δ18O (tied to climate cooling) were associated with less selectivity (Fig. 5a; log-odds ratio: 0.42, 95% CI = 0.03–0.81). We used the detrended residuals of δ18O to account for the long-term Phanerozoic trend toward heavier values, which is controversial and poorly understood (Jaffrés et al., 2007). These residuals yielded even stronger results (Fig. 5b; Table S5b), such that increases in detrended δ18O (tied to climate cooling) corresponded to preferential epifaunal survivorship. Once again, decreases in detrended δ18O (tied to climate warming) corresponded to preferential infaunal survivorship (Fig. 5b; log-odds ratio: 0.52, 95% CI = 0.14–0.90). We did not find strong evidence that life-habit selectivity was correlated with changes in δ34S or ocean acidification (Fig. 4b, Table S4b), or displayed any specific trend through time (Fig. 1b).

Discussion

Our meta-analysis reveals remarkable consistency in the link between geographic range and extinction selectivity throughout the past 500 million years. On aver-

Fig. 1 Summary of extinction selectivity, environmental proxies, and observed extinction rate throughout the Phanerozoic. (a) Log-odds ratios for geographic range selectivity (±95% CI), (b) log-odds ratios for life-habit selectivity (±95% CI), (c) ocean acidification events (OA), (d) δ18O, (e) δ13C, (f) δ34S, (g) boundary crosser observed extinction rates for bivalve and gastropod genera. In panels a and b, we indicate more certain effect sizes with larger-area circles. Point shading represents study ID (see Fig. 5).
Broad-ranging taxa have three times the odds of surviving an extinction event relative to narrow-ranging taxa. Importantly, the association between extinction selectivity and geographic range exists regardless of prevailing environmental conditions.

Although taxa with broader ranges are more likely to be preserved and subsequently sampled in the fossil record (Koch, 1987; Russell & Lindberg, 1988a,b; Raup, 1973), broad-ranging taxa have three times the odds of surviving an extinction event relative to narrow-ranging taxa.
1994; Foote, 1997), the pattern of extinction selectivity documented here is unlikely to result from such sampling artifacts. Several individual studies have attempted to control for sampling and preservational biases, but all still report a strong correlation between geographic range and extinction selectivity (Payne & Finnegan, 2007; Rivadeneira & Marquet, 2007; Crampston et al., 2010; Harnik, 2011).

The absence of any discernable links between geographic range extinction selectivity and global environmental state may suggest that environmental changes influencing the proxies we examined exert little effect on extinction selectivity related to geographic range. If all taxa are affected equally by an environmental change without regard to geographic range, this would not alter the preexisting ratio of extinction probabilities. Alternatively, this pattern may be the result of more complex causal relationships. For example, an interval of warming could drive sea-level rise, thereby opening more habitat and potentially reducing the
extinction of spatially restricted endemics. However, endemic taxa restricted to high latitudes may be effectively trapped, unable to shift range when biogeographic boundaries migrate (Parmesan, 2006; Cheung et al., 2009). Direct and indirect effects of climate change, therefore, may not additively drive extinction selectivity in any one direction and the strength of selectivity may change in different regions.

Associations between fossil diversity and environmental conditions are frequently assessed using globally averaged environmental proxies (Peters & Foote, 2002; Mayhew et al., 2008; Hannisdal & Peters, 2011; Peters et al., 2013), although the residence times and expected geographic and environmental variability of the relevant proxies vary considerably. In this study, extinction selectivity data are drawn from spatially regional to global and temporally discrete to averaged extinction events, whereas all environmental proxy data are global (or low latitude in distribution) and averaged over millions of years within each geologic stage. It is therefore possible that our finding that geographic range selectivity does not vary with environmental conditions may reflect some mismatch of temporal and spatial scale between our extinction and environmental proxy data. We found no evidence that either geographic scope (i.e., regional vs. global studies) or temporal resolution (i.e., single vs. multi-stage studies) significantly affected geographic range effect size in our meta-analysis. Nevertheless, it is important to bear in mind that our spatially and temporally averaged environmental proxy dataset may miss geologically rapid and/or geographically focused perturbations that would be apparent at higher resolution (Jackson & Johnson, 2000). Additional analyses of cases in which environmental proxy data and taxon ranges can be directly compared at the regional scale would be informative, but at present only a small handful of such cases exist (e.g., Jin et al., 2000; Xie et al., 2007).

Our meta-analysis did not reveal a statistically significant relationship between extinction selectivity and observed extinction rate. This is surprising as past work has suggested that traits promoting survivorship during background intervals, including geographic range, may not promote survivorship across mass extinction events (Jablonski, 1986a,b, 2005; Gould, 2002; Payne & Finnean, 2007). While two extinction events do coincide with lower-than-average extinction selectivity related to geographic range (both regional events during the Neogene), there is no consistent relationship across all intervals considered here. The majority of studies positing that patterns of extinction selectivity differ between background and mass extinctions do not incorporate environmental conditions into their analyses. This difference may explain why our analysis does not detect a relationship between observed patterns of extinction selectivity and observed extinction rate. A regional-scale analysis of extinction selectivity incorporating both extinction rate and environmental proxies would help further clarify whether the reduction in selectivity observed during various time intervals is more directly tied to particular environmental conditions rather than observed extinction rate.

No significant association between molluscan life-habit and extinction selectivity was evident from our meta-analysis when we pooled across all studies. However, once we incorporated observed extinction rate, ocean acidification, $\delta^{18}$O, and $\delta^{34}$S, an overall pattern of selectivity emerged. Preferential survivorship shifts from favoring epifaunal taxa during cooler intervals (or intervals with increasing continental ice volume), to favoring infaunal taxa during warmer intervals (or intervals with decreasing continental ice volume). This pattern is consistent with latitudinal diversity gradients in fossil bivalves, which suggest that infaunal species outnumbered epifauna in tropical latitudes, while the opposite was true in polar latitudes, at least for the Late Jurassic and Late Cretaceous (Crame, 1996, 2000, 2002; Jablonski, 2005). The proximal mechanism driving these patterns is unclear, in part because infaunal species dominate at all latitudes by the Recent (Roy et al., 2000; Crame, 2002). This pattern could be driven by differences in pCO$_2$ sensitivity in infaunal versus epifaunal mollusks, especially bivalves. When episodes of climate warming are associated with increased CO$_2$, it can lead to CO$_2$ poisoning, or hypercapnia, in marine organisms. Infaunal taxa, including bivalves, regularly encounter elevated pCO$_2$ levels in their habitats, in addition to generating high levels of CO$_2$ in metabolic response to burrowing (Knoll et al., 1996, 2007; Widdicombe & Spicer, 2008). Extant epifaunal bivalves, as a rule, do not encounter such elevated pCO$_2$ levels, which may explain why epifaunal survivorship is reduced during warming intervals. Alternatively, warm climate states may be associated with reduced overturning circulation and less oxygenation of the shelves, especially the deep shelves. Because infaunal taxa deal with anoxia and the associated pore water enriched in H$_2$S more often, perhaps they do better than epifaunal taxa in a warm climate state (see discussion in McRoberts & Newton, 1995; Aberhan & Baumiller, 2003; Rivadeneira & Marquet, 2007). Under the former scenario, we might expect to also observe a relationship between selectivity and OA, whereas under the latter scenario, we might expect a relationship with $\delta^{34}$S; however, in neither case is this observed. The former scenario is also undermined by the fact that infaunal taxa access water and nutrients at the sediment–water interface via their siphons. Future research...
could address this by contrasting in detail the physiological responses of infaunal and epifaunal bivalves to different environmental regimes.

Several of the data points that display low residual log-odds ratios and low $\delta^{18}O$ values (i.e., that anchor the lowest left quadrant of Fig. 5a) are derived from the Knoll et al.’s (2007) study of the Late Permian time interval. When this study is removed from the analysis, the relationship between $\delta^{18}O$ and selectivity weakens (Fig. S1, compare to Fig. 4b). Although a link between CO$_2$ tolerance and infaunality is often referred to in the literature (Knoll et al., 1996, 2007), few empirical studies exist to support it (Widdicombe et al., 2011). In fact, Clapham & Payne’s (2011) work on the Changhsingian (End Permian) extinction suggests that infaunal bivalves may have experienced greater extinction during the latest Permian than epifaunal bivalves. Despite this, the inclusion of the Knoll et al. (2007) study in this meta-analysis is warranted because (i) it is one of the few studies focusing on the intervals before and during a particularly catastrophic event and (ii) the studies targeting the time interval that follows (Triassic; McRoberts & Newton, 1995; Hautmann et al., 2008) yield similar results. Until we have a better understanding of the physiological response of mollusks living below and above the sediment-water interface, especially to hypercapnia vs. anoxia, it may be difficult to interpret these results in detail.

When extinction selectivity is tracked across the Phanerozoic, our meta-analysis reveals no statistically significant trend in selectivity according to life habit. There is, however, a slight tendency for extinction selectivity to shift from preferential survivorship of infaunal taxa in the late Paleozoic to preferential survivorship of epifaunal taxa in the early Mesozoic and then back to preferential survivorship of infaunal taxa in the late Mesozoic or Cenozoic. The timing of this second shift may coincide with the Mesozoic marine revolution (Vermeij, 1977, 1987), a radiation of shell-crushing and boring predators that begins in the Late Triassic and is purported to lead to a decrease in the ratio of epifaunal relative to infaunal prey species by the Cretaceous (Thayer, 1979; Aberhan et al., 2006; Bush et al., 2007; Tackett & Bottjer, 2012). Epifaunal bivalves, along with brachiopods, crinoids, and gastropods, are thought to have been heavily preyed upon throughout the Mesozoic marine revolution, driving the bivalves to invade deeper burrowing niches (Tackett & Bottjer, 2012). Unfortunately, the lack of extinction selectivity studies focusing on the mid-Jurassic to the Late Cretaceous makes this impossible to test using our current dataset.

Despite large differences in spatial and temporal scaling of extinction in ancient and modern oceans, our meta-analysis demonstrates that the predictors of selectivity can be effectively gleaned from 500 million years of earth history. Many of the environmental changes that are predicted to occur in the near future (e.g., ocean acidification, global climate change) have occurred multiple times in the past. The record of these past events provides conservation and global change biologists with opportunities to observe biotic responses and, in particular, patterns of extinction selectivity. The extent to which these patterns vary with environmental conditions provides useful data for models seeking to predict which organisms will go extinct in response to specific environmental changes. The crucial role that geographic range plays in survivorship of fossil marine organisms, regardless of environmental state, emphasizes that the preservation of range size should be a key priority in conservation (Mace et al., 2010). As nations struggle to support marine protected areas (MPAs) that cross international borders, the maintenance of overall range size, and connectivity among ranges, will only increase in importance (Wells & Day, 2004; Moffitt et al., 2011; Berumen et al., 2012; Day & Dobbs, 2013). The fact that geographic range is an accurate predictor of extinction over geologic time, regardless of environmental conditions, also supports its widespread use as a proxy for extinction selectivity by agencies such as the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN, 2014; see for example Cassini, 2011) and stresses the importance of targeting narrow-ranging taxa in conservation policymaking.
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